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Abstract—Surface splatting is a fast rendering technique for
point-based models that usually delivers good-quality renderings.
However, the intrinsic characteristic of this technique is the
treatment of points as if they were discs. That requires special
processing near sharp edges and corners in order to prevent
rendering artifacts from appearing. In this work, we present a
clever way of clipping splats near sharp edges and corners by
a classification of neighboring splats, which belong to distinct
intersecting surfaces. Those neighboring splats that take part
in the clipping process are called clip partners. Their concavity
or convexity with respect to one another are determined, as
well as their relation with the clipped splat. In our approach,
there is no need of distance computations nor of other complex
operations during the rendering process, since the classification
can be performed offline during a pre-processing phase. The
examples presented in this paper demonstrate the importance of
correctly clipping splats for high quality rendering.
Keywords-clip partners; edge classification; surface splatting

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, many researches have focused on efficient representation, modeling, processing and rendering of
geometries sampled by points. There are two main reasons for
this interest: the increasing complexity of polygonal graphics
models and popularization of 3D scanners. To fill the gaps
between samples more efficiently, representations based on
points are usually extended to representations based on splats
[1], where the surface is locally approximated by a small disk
or by a small ellipse.
For many applications, the ability to render edges and
corners, where the surface’s continuity is only C 0 , is essential.
These discontinuities often appear in models generated by
Boolean operations (CSG) [2], [3] and physical simulations
of cracking and breaking of materials [4]. Due to the nature
of the splats, an infinite amount of splats would be require
to represent edges perfectly. However, if the location of these
discontinuities are known, the splats can be adapted either
by changing the sampling, by rearranging the samples or by
clipping.
The artifacts in sharp features can be minimized by increasing the sampling, but even if surface splats can be processed
extremely fast by exploiting the programmable features of
current graphics hardware, it is preferable to minimize the
number of splats that are needed to represent a given object,
since the processing time is nevertheless proportional to the

Fig. 1. Models rendered with the adaptive technique of clipping splats. Even
on samplings with different densities (above) or not aligned (below), clippings
fit the edges properly.

number of geometric primitives. For this reason, this work
aims at achieving high quality renderings of models with sharp
features, even if the density of samples is low.
In this work, the samples are adapted by clippings to represent correctly the discontinuity curve without any modeling
information. This edge can be concave or convex (Figure 1
above) and this curve can be concave or convex too (Figure 1
below), even over different splat densities around it. To adapt
the splats on the sharp features, a set of splats is formed for
each sample. This set of splats is classified according to the

orientation of concavity and convexity of its elements, as well
as according with its interaction with the splat to be clipped.
That classification is used to guide the choice of the best option
of clipping and to adjust the splat to the edge curve. The
contributions of this work can be listed as follows:
• Adaptation splats near curved edges, without adding new
samples or rearranging the existing ones. This allows for
good renderings of less detailed models;
• Offline classification of splats in order to allow for the
removal of fragments at rendering time without loss of
performance;
• Independence from modeling information, which increases the applicability of the method.

Wicke et al. [11] created a list for each splat near the
intersection line of the objects involved in a Boolean operation.
The elements in this list are called clip partners and they
are close enough to the splat to be able to clip it. After
the splats’ clip partners are formed, clippings are performed
during rasterization of the ellipse. The coordinates of each
fragment are mapped to the object coordinate system and
used to determine whether the fragments are on the surface.
However, the dependency on modeling information, CSG in
this case, to determine whether a point belongs to the surface
or not, limits the applicability of the method, because many
models either are obtained by 3D scanning technology, or
simply do not have that kind of information available.

II. R ELATED WORK

III. C LIP PARTNERS

Points were first proposed as rendering primitives by Levoy
and Whitted [5] in 1985. After that work, several approaches
of point-based rendering, using techniques of reconstruction
in image space [6], [7] or re-sampling in object space [8],
[9], were proposed. In contrast, surface splatting [1] associate
normal vectors and radius to each point to consider them
as disks or ellipses in object space in order to avoid the
gaps in rendered images. However, in many surfaces, regions
around edges and corners need to be rendered properly. This
is relevant since the overlap of splats in those areas usually
shows artifacts.
The first work to treat edges was Adams and Dutr’s article
[2]. In that work, smooth surfaces represented with a set of
splats were subjected to boolean operations against each other.
Usually, the boolean operation that computes the intersection
of these smooth surfaces forms edges and corners in the resulting surface. Therefore, an approach for correctly rendering
the resulting model was needed. The intersection lines were
detected by an octree, the leaves of which hold samples of
both surfaces involved in the boolean operation. All splats that
cross one of those lines are analyzed and, possibly, replaced
by other smaller splats.
Notice that using Adams and Dutr’s method [2] requires an
infinite amount of splats to represent edges continuously. Pauly
et al. [3] introduced a special class of splats that represent
edges explicitly. Each splat in this class is represented by
two discs with the same center. During rasterization, each disc
is clipped against the plane defined by the other in order to
obtain a linear approximation of the curve of intersection in
screen space. Despite the better edge representation, the step of
projecting points on the curve of intersection of CSG models
is a very time consuming process. In addition, the splats are
clipped against a single splat, i.e., the method needs a larger
amount of samples to represent a curved edge faithfully.
Zwicker et al. [10] used informations from previous discontinuity detection methods or modeling information to adapt the
splats near the edges through the insertion of clip lines. These
clip lines are calculated at the intersection of the tangent planes
of the splats on each side of the edge. However, when more
than two clip lines affect a splat, the results can be ambiguous,
making it impossible to represent complex intersections.

Wicke et al. [11] used the term clip partner to name the
splats responsible for clipping another splat. This same term
is used here to denote the subset of neighboring splats that
participate in the process of clipping a splat in order to adapt
it to the edge’s curve. Since a clipped splat also clips its
clip partners, it uses only neighborhood relations that have
symmetry. The neighborhood estimation used here is written
as: splat Si is a neighbor of splat Sj whenever:
ri + rj < dij ,

(1)

where ri and rj are the radii of the splats Si and Sj ,
respectively, and dij is the distance between their centers. In
the case of elliptical splats, ri and rj are the major axes of
the ellipses. The set containing splat Si ’s neighbors is called
N (Si ).
The clippings are needed only between splats belonging to
different surfaces. Thus, a discontinuity detection method can
remove all neighbors of a splat that share the same surface
with it. A simple and efficient alternative is Kobbelt’s detection
method [12], which states that a splat does not share the same
surface with its neighbors if the dot product between its normal
vector and its neighbor’s normal vector is less than a threshold
chosen by the user. In other words, the set of neighbors of a
splat Si which belong to different surfaces is:
Nso (Si ) = {Sj ∈ N (Si ) | ni · nj < ws },

(2)

where ni and nj are the normal vectors to Si and Sj ,
respectively, and ws is the threshold chosen to detect splats
of different surfaces. Since the dot product is a symmetric
operation:
Si ∈ Nso (Sj ) ⇔ Sj ∈ Nso (Si ).
(3)
Even after Nso (Si ) is set, some neighbors do not cross the
splat Si to require clipping. Thus, the intersection between two
splats is identified to form Si ’s clip partners set, Ncp (Si ). To
identify the intersection between two disks in object space,
some steps are necessary: 1) define the intersection line of the
planes formed by splats involved, 2) calculate the intersection
between this line and both disks forming line segments, 3)
check whether these segments have some piece in common.
In case the intersection persists until this last test, we conclude

that the disks intersect each other and the neighbor is added to
the subset Ncp of the splat and vice versa. Otherwise, the splats
do not clip each other and their relationship is disregarded.
A. Planes’ Intersection Line
The first step in performing collision detection between two
circles or ellipses is to find out whether their planes cross each
other and, if they do, to calculate the intersection line. Consider
splats Si and Sj , where Si ∈ Nso (Sj ) and Sj ∈ Nso (Si ). The
planes of the splats Si and Sj are defined as
αi = {P | ni · P = ni · Ci }
αj = {P | nj · P = nj · Cj },

(4)

where Ci and Cj are the splats’ centers and ni and nj are
splats’ normal vectors.
The direction of the intersection line is calculated as
d = ni × nj .

(5)

When the cross product in Equation 5 is a null vector, the two
planes are parallel or coincide. However, this condition should
not be satisfied because it is contrary to the definition of Nso
and it is known that the angle between the normal vectors ni
and nj is greater than the predefined threshold ws . Then, the
vectors d, ni and nj form a basis for the Euclidean space
R3 . Thus, the canonical origin and these basis-vectors form a
reference frame relative to which any point in space can be
written as
P = ti ni + tj nj + td.
(6)
Probably, d, ni and nj form a non-orthogonal basis, but not
necessarily. In the case ni · nj = 0 (orthogonal), these vectors
form an orthogonal basis.
Equation 6 can be used to represent the parametric equation
of the intersection line, if t is defined as the parameter of the
line and ti ni + tj nj , as the position vector, relative to the
canonical frame at point Po where the line crosses the plane
ni nj . The parameter t is considered to be zero at this point.
Thus, by using the dot product of Po with ni and nj , we
obtain the following system of equations with unknowns ti
and tj :

Po · ni = ti (ni · ni ) + tj (nj · ni )
(7)
Po · nj = ti (ni · nj ) + tj (nj · nj )
By finding the solutions of the system shown in Equation 7,
ti and tj , and substituting in Equation 6, all the points located
at the intersection of the planes formed by splats Si and Sj
are found. In other words, the intersection line is
P = Po + td ,where Po = ti ni + tj nj

(8)

B. Intersection Between Line and Splat
Near the edges, it is possible that a splat belong to Nso
of other samples without intersecting them, in which case
clipping is unnecessary. It is also possible that the intersection
line of two planes crosses only one of the two splats. In this
case, clipping only one of the splats can create holes in the

surface. For this reason, it is very important to know when a
line intersects a circular or elliptical splat.
The intersection line of the planes is defined by the point
Po and the vector d found in Equation 8. The unit vectors
eu and ev along the principal axes of an elliptical splat, the
unit vector n, normal to the surface, and its center, C, form a
splat reference frame where the parameters of the intersection
line of the planes can be written. Note that this line belongs to
the splat’s plane. Thus, after the transformation to the splat’s
reference frame, the components in the splat normal direction
are zero. Thus, Po and d can be rewritten as
Po = (Pou , Pov ) ↔ Po = Pou eu + Pov ev
d = (du , dv ) ↔ d = du eu + dv ev .

(9)

In the 2D coordinate system defined by the vector-basis eu
and ev , the parametric equation of the intersection line can be
written as
P(t) = Po + td
(10)
and the equation of the ellipse as
v2
u2
+
=1
(11)
r2
s2
where r and s are the ellipse’s semi-axes with the same
directions of eu and ev , respectively. The intersection points
of the line with the splat are the roots of the follow quadratic
equation in t
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At + 2Bt + C = 0, where
B = oru2 u + osv2 v (12)
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C = ro2u + so2v − 1
A circular splat is a particular case of a elliptical splat where
r = s. Thus, the intersection of a line with the splat can be
calculated with a simplified version of Equation 12 as

 A=d·d
B = Po · d
At2 + 2Bt + C = 0, where
(13)

C = Po · Po − r 2
The solutions of Equation 12 or Equation 13, t1 and t2 , are
used to determine the resulting line segment of intersection
between the intersection line of the planes and the splat.
C. Intersection Between Line Segments
Since the intersection segments of the line with the splats
have been determined, a final intersection test is done to check
the intersection of these two splats. This test is necessary,
because, even if these splats intersect the intersection line of
the planes, it is possible that these splats do not touch each
other (Figure 2a).
Let ti1 and ti2 be the solutions of Equation 12 resulting
from the intersection of the line with the splat Si , where
ti2 > ti1 . Similarly, let tj1 and tj2 be the solutions of
Equation 12 resulting from the intersection of the line with
the splat Sj , where tj2 > tj1 . If the intervals [ti1 , ti2 ] and

Fig. 2. Necessity of the segments intersection test for detection of false
positives. (a) Although both splats intercepting the intersection line, if the
segments do not intersect, they do not cross each other and they do not need
clipping. (b) If the segments have some intersection, clipping is necessary and
done on the intersection line.

Fig. 3. Ambiguity case do not treated by the Zwicker’s method [10]. (a)
Scheme where the clipping against both clip partners fits well the splat. (b)
Model that exemplifies the scheme (a). (c) Scheme where the clipping against
both clip partners creates holes in the surface. (d) Model that exemplifies the
scheme (c).

[tj1 , tj2 ] are not disjoint, the splats cross each other and need
to be clipped (Figure 2b), otherwise, there is no intersection,
and any indication to the contrary is a false positive.
After this last test, the neighbors belonging to Nso (Si ) of
a given splat Si , which intersect it are inserted in the subset
Ncp (Si ) and called clip partners.
IV. T YPES OF CLIPPING

an edge is clipped by the intersection line of that splat’s plane
with the plane of its clip partner. The amount of clip partners
used to clip the sample is left as a user-defined parameter,
however, that choice is not trivial. Using only the closest clip
partner has problems in the representation of curved edges,
like in Pauly’s method [3], and do not represent the corners.
Clipping against all clip partners brings a more serious problem: ambiguity. Figure 3 exemplifies two cases that are treated
in the same manner by Zwicker’s method, which, however,
should receive distinct treatment. In the case illustrated in
figures 3a and 3b, the union of clipped areas for each one of the
clip partners fits correctly the green splat. However, the case
exemplified in figures 3c and 3d have the same intersection
lines of the previous case and cannot be treated identically,
because some areas are clipped in front of splats of other
surface. In this case, one way to properly adjust the green
splat is to clip the intersection area of clipping areas of each
clip partner. By performing each clipping independently, a
fragment is removed if it is in the clipping area of at least one
of the clip partners. Thus, regardless of the case, a fragment is
removed if it is in the union of clipping areas. To avoid such
ambiguities, the clip partners must be analyzed a priori, then
a correct clipping on the splat can be performed.
Wicke et al. [11] used the two closest splats to classify as
3D point as inside or outside an object represented by splats.
That classification changes when the two splats involved form
a concave or a convex area. This is particularly important
for CSG classifications, but in this case, this technique was
developed to better cut the splats near the edges. All splats that
cross the intersection line between the two objects involved in
the Boolean operation are rasterized differently. Each fragment
is mapped to the object space and then classified against the
splats of the other object. The 3D point corresponding to the
fragment is said to be external or internal in relation to the
other object, and depending on the Boolean operation performed, the fragment is retained or deleted. The classification
is done using the following definition: a point is viewed by a
splat when:
(P − Ci ) · ni > 0,
(14)
where P is the tested point and Ci and ni are the center
and the unit normal vector of a splat Si , respectively. This
definition is very important and is used recurrently in this
work. In addition to using information from the CSG modeling to decide when a fragment should be clipped, Wicke’s
method perform a search for the two closest clip partners to
a given fragment. This slows down rendering by adding more
calculations in the rasterization step.

A. Splat Clipping Problem
In order to adapt a splat to an edge, the splat must be clipped
against the planes of its clip partners. These clip partners may
either share the same center [3] or have distinct centers [10],
[11].
Zwicker et al. [10] generalized the idea of cutting splats,
eliminating the restriction that the splats should have coincident centers. In this method, a splat detected as belonging to

B. Adaptive Splat Clipping
As in [11], the clip partners need to be classified according
to their orientation to decide between intersection or union of
the clipped areas. To identify concave or convex areas among
the clip partners set, first, the centers of all the elements in the
set are used in the computation of their geometric center. Next,
the set is classified as a concave set, if the computed geometric

Fig. 4. Classification between concave and convex areas. (a) In concave areas,
all the elements “see” the midpoint of their centers. (b) In convex areas, no
element “see” the midpoint.

center is “seen” by all elements in the set (Figure 4a); the set
is classified as a convex set, if the geometric center is not
“seen” by at least one element in the set (Figure 4b). In other
words:
⇔ ∀Si ∈ Ncp ; (M − Ci ) · ni > 0
⇔ ∀Si ∈ Ncp ; (M − Ci ) · ni < 0
(15)

Ncp is concave
Ncp is convex

where:
• Ncp is the clip partners set of a splat S;
• Ci and ni are the center and the normal vector of the
clip partner Si , respectively;
• M is the geometric center of the clip partners’s centers.
Only the clip partners classification in convex or concave
areas is not enough to choose between union and intersection
of the clipped areas. It is necessary to check the cases in which
S forms concave or convex areas with its clip partners. The
same classification as described in Equation 15 can be used
in this case. Thus:
S ∪ Ncp is concave
S ∪ Ncp is convex

⇔
⇔

∀Si ∈ Ncp ; (Ci − C) · n > 0
∀Si ∈ Ncp ; (Ci − C) · n < 0
(16)
where, C and n are the center and the normal vector of the
splat S.
Crossing the information obtained in the classifications
described in equations 15 and 16, the choice between union
and intersection of the clipped areas can be done correctly.
Choices are made for each combination of cases as described
in Figure 5. In all subfigures, the green splat has his clip
partners set classified as concave or convex, as well as his
interaction with that set. In each subfigure, the left image
shows an example that has the classification of Ncp and
S ∪ Ncp shown below and the clipped area is highlighted in
red. The right image illustrates the same case in different point
of view (the green splat is clipped by his clip partners rendered
in red). Below each subfigure, it is shown the type of clipping
depending on the classifications of Ncp and S ∪ Ncp .
V. R ASTERIZATION
All the steps presented in the previous are performed offline,
i.e., during a pre-processing phase. However, the clipping of
the splat is actually done during its rasterization, the first step
in splat rendering. Splat rasterization determines the image
pixels that are affected by the splat’s projection.
To render clipped splats, fragments must be removed after
being rasterized by some splat rasterization method. However,

Fig. 5. Choosing between the union or intersection of the clippings according
to the classifications of concavity and convexity between clip partners and
between surfaces.

to decide when a fragment is removed, the fragment is mapped
to a 3D point in object space. Thus, splat rasterization methods
which use affine mappings [1], [13], [10] are not adequate.
Thus, Botsch’s rasterization technique [14], [15] is used. This
technique is efficient and does not show perspective errors.
An s × s image-space square will be rasterized in the
frame-buffer. Thus, a local ray casting is performed among
all the square’s pixels centered in the pixel touched by the
splat’s center projection. An efficient evaluation of s uses
the splat radius r and the depth value of the splat’s center

at least one of the clip partners. In case of intersection, the
point must be in the clipping areas of all clip partners to be
dropped. That is, if the choice is union of clipping areas, then:
P is clipped ⇔ ∃Sj ∈ Ncp ; P is clipped by Sj ,

(20)

otherwise:
P is clipped ⇔ ∀Sj ∈ Ncp ; P is clipped by Sj .

Fig. 6. Choosing the clipping directions. (a) If the clip partner sees the
splat’s center, the clipping direction is the its normal opposite. (b) If the clip
partner does not see the splat’s center, the clipping direction is the same as
its normal. (c) Example of both cases of clipping direction choice.

C = (cx , cy , cz ) in camera coordinates:
s = 2r ·

n
h
·
cz t − b

(17)

where, n, t and b are the viewer parameters near, top and
bottom, and h is the viewport’s hight (in pixels). If the splat
is elliptical, the value of the major axis is used as r.
Let P be the intersection of a ray with the splat’s plane.
If the splat is circular, the fragment is discarded when the
distance from P to the splat’s center C is greater than r. If
the splat is elliptical, let u and v be unit vectors in the direction
of the two principal axes. Let (u, v) be the coordinates of the
point P in the splat’s coordinate system. If u2 + v 2 ≤ 1, the
pixel is rendered, otherwise, the fragment is discarded.
For splats that have clip partners, the point P is also tested
against the clipping planes. If the splat S sees its clip partners’
centers, i.e., S ∪ Ncp is concave, the clip partners’ normal
vectors are directed to center of S and the clipping areas
consist of points not seen by the clip partners (Figure 6a).
If S ∪ Ncp is convex, the clip partners’ normal vectors are not
directed to the center of S and the clipping areas consist of
points seen by the clip partners (Figure 6b). Thus, if S ∪ Ncp
is concave, then:
P is clipped by Sj ⇔ (P − Cj ) · nj < 0,

(18)

and, if S ∪ Ncp is convex, then
P is clipped by Sj ⇔ (P − Cj ) · nj > 0,

(19)

where Sj ∈ Ncp .
With the definition of clipping areas for each clip partner
according to the concavity or convexity of the edge, it remains
to perform union or intersection of these clipping areas,
depending on the classification defined in Figure 5. In case
of union, the point is discarded if it is in the clipping area of

(21)

VI. R ESULTS
Several types of artifacts arising from naive renderings of
point-based models can be improved with increased sampling.
However, the surface splatting’s complexity is directly proportional to the amount of samples to be projected. Thus, to
achieve the interactive frame rates required in various real-time
applications, we seek to render models correctly even when
the sampling conditions are not so favorable.
To compare the proposed method with previous methods,
we used three strategies for clipping the splats: 1) each splat’s
clip partner cut it independently of the others; 2) just the closest splat’s clip partner cut it; 3) the clippings are adjusted to the
edge using the proposed method shown in Section IV. The first
two strategies are implementations of Zwicker’s method[10].
Methods such as those proposed in [2] and [3] were not
tested because they use modeling information and add new
samples to the model. Wicke’s method [11] has similar results
to those achieved by our technique, but in addition to using
modeling information, the clipping classification is performed
for each rasterized fragment, which considerably reduces the
performance gained by using fewer samples.
In the first strategy, the ambiguity of clippings leads to
appearance of holes over the curved edges. Figure 7a shows
the chess tower model rendered using that strategy. The holes
were highlighted in red. The enlarged images at the right show
the two cases where it is necessary to use the intersection of
the clipping areas: 1) convex edge and clip partners forming
a concave area (Figure 7a above); 2) concave edge and
clip partners forming a convex area (Figure 7a below). In
both cases, the clipped area is larger than necessary, which
causes holes over the edge to appear. The proposed method
adapts the splats to the edge’s curvature because of previous
classifications and the use of intersection of the clipping areas
in the two cases cited above. Figure 7b shows the same chess
tower model rendered using our strategy. The same areas are
highlighted to show the correct treatment of the curved edges.
Using the second strategy, the results are better than those
found using the previous strategy for models with very small
splats. However, in flat areas, it is preferable to use a smaller
number of splats, thus reducing the complexity of the rendering. When the sizes of the splats are very different around the
edge, the largest splats make jagged edges (figures 8b and 8c),
because they still cross clip partners other than the nearest. All
clip partners must be used in processing the splat’s clipping
to adapt it to the curve of the edge (figures 8d and 8e). The
second strategy does not treat corners.
Figure 9 shows one of the motivations of this work: to
achieve good renderings of models with lower sampling.

Fig. 8. Comparing the adaptive method with the clipping of only nearest clip
partner. (a) Distribution and relative size of the model’s splats. (b) Clipping
against only the nearest clip partner. (c) Resulting image when completely fill
the surface using the second strategy. (d) Clipping against all clip partners, but
in adaptive way. (e) Resulting image when completely fill the surface using
adaptive strategy.

Fig. 7. Comparing the adaptive method with the independent clipping of each
clip partner. (a) The tower model rendered using the first strategy. We can see
the presence of holes, highlighted in red, in the curved edges of the model,
because of the ambiguity problem. (b) The same tower model rendered using
the adaptive method. The edge classification and clip partners classification
allow clip the splats in different ways depending on the edge’s curve and the
edge’s concavity or convexity.

Models with high sampling around the edges have good
rendering regardless of the method used, however the detection
of splats to be clipped, the projection of the samples and even
the surface reconstruction step become more time consuming.
Figure 9 shows the decrease in visual quality for several simplification of a model. It is clearly noticeable that the rendering
quality is not as tightly related to geometric complexity for the
proposed strategy (figures 9e and 9f) as for the first strategy
(figures 9c and 9d).
Figure 10 shows some models with sharp features rendered
using the adaptive clipping method.

Fig. 9. Comparing the techniques in relation to the number of splats of the
model. (a) A model with 45734 samples. (b) The same model in (a), but with
only 4276 samples. (c) The model in (a) rendered using the first strategy.
(d) The model in (b) rendered using the first strategy. (e) The model in (a)
rendered using our strategy. (f) The model in (b) rendered using our strategy.

unattractive.
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Fig. 10.

Models rendered using the proposed clipping method.
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